
Virus: Rising
death toll,
global concern
BEIJING: The new coronavirus which
appeared late December has claimed
more than 360 lives, infected more than
17,200 people in China, and spread to 24
countries. Here is a timeline.

New virus 
On December 31, 2019, China alerts the

World Health Organization (WHO) to cas-
es of pneumonia in Wuhan, a central indus-
trial city of 11 million people. Several infec-
tions are traced to a Wuhan market which
is shut on January 1. As infections rise,
Chinese officials say on January 7 they
have identified a new virus from the coron-
avirus family. It is named 2019-nCoV.

First death
China announces its first death in

Wuhan on January 11. Two days later the
first case outside China is reported in
Thailand, a woman who arrived from
Wuhan. Japan reports its first case, also
originating in Wuhan, on January 16. The
United States, Nepal, France, Australia,
Malaysia, Singapore, South Korea,
Vietnam and Taiwan confirm cases over
the following days. The US is among those
that starts screening flights from Wuhan.

Human transmission
By January 20, nearly half of China’s

provinces are affected, including Beijing,

Shanghai and Shenzhen. The illness can be
transmitted between humans, a Chinese
infectious disease expert says. Asian
countries introduce airport screenings of
arrivals from Chinese high-risk areas.

Wuhan under quarantine  
Wuhan is placed under quarantine on

January 23, with transport links cut there
and in other Hubei province cities, affect-
ing more than 50 million people. The
WHO says the global risk is “high”. Beijing
cancels events for the Lunar New Year
starting on January 25. Several landmarks
are closed. The first two deaths outside
Hubei. On January 24, the first three cases
are recorded in Europe, in France.

Public shutdown
Beijing extends the holiday to limit

population flows. On January 27, the US
and Germany tell their citizens not to trav-
el to China. On January 28, Germany and
Japan announce the first two confirmed
instances of human-to-human transmis-
sion outside China.

Evacuations 
On January 29, the US and Japan

become the first of many nations who will
start evacuating their citizens from Wuhan.
The first cases appear in the Middle East,
in the United Arab Emirates. Some airlines
suspend their China flights, while others
reduce their links. Foreign companies shut-
down Chinese factories and shops, includ-
ing Toyota and Starbucks. On January 30,
Russia shuts its border with China.

International emergency
The WHO declares an international

emergency. On January 31, as Britain,
France and North Korea airlift their
nationals, Italy declares a six-month state
of emergency.

First death outside China 
On February 2, Wenzhou, around 800

kilometres (500 miles) from Wuhan,
becomes the second city to be locked
down. The Philippines reports the first
coronavirus death outside China - a man
from Wuhan, the WHO says. With the
virus expected to impact on economic
growth, China says it will pump 1.2 trillion
yuan ($173 billion) into the economy.

Chinese stocks collapse 
On February 3, Chinese stocks collapse,

with Shanghai plunging more than seven

percent on the first day of trading since the
holiday. China accuses Washington of
spreading “panic”, after it bans foreign
nationals from visiting if they have been in
China recently, a move followed by other
countries and cruise lines. China says it
“urgently needs” masks and its state anti-
doping agency temporarily suspends testing.

China death toll passes SARS 
After the single-biggest daily increase

in deaths - 57 - the 361 fatalities from the
new coronavirus passes the 349 mainland
deaths from Severe Acute Respiratory
Syndrome (SARS) crisis in 2002-2003.

But with 17,200 confirmed infections,
the mortality rate for the new coronavirus
is far lower at around 2.1 percent, com-
pared with 9.6 percent for SARS. — AFP 

SYDNEY: As the deadly coronavirus has spread
worldwide, it has carried with it xenophobia - and Asian
communities around the world are finding themselves
subject to suspicion and fear. When a patient on
Australia’s Gold Coast refused to shake the hand of her
surgeon Rhea Liang, citing the virus that has killed hun-
dreds, the medic’s first response was shock. But after
tweeting about the incident and receiving a flood of
responses, the respected doctor learned her experience
was all too common.

There has been a spike in reports of anti-Chinese
rhetoric directed at people of Asian origin, regardless of
whether they have ever visited the centre of the epi-
demic or been in contact with the virus. Chinese tourists
have reportedly been spat at in the Italian city of Venice,
a family in Turin was accused of carrying the disease,
and mothers in Milan have used social media to call for
children to be kept away from Chinese classmates.

In Canada, a white man was filmed telling a Chinese-
Canadian woman “you dropped your coronavirus” in
the parking lot of a local mall. In Malaysia, a petition to
“bar Chinese people from entering our beloved coun-

try” received almost 500,000 signatures in one week.
The incidents are part of what the Australasian College
for Emergency Medicine has described as “misinforma-
tion” which it says is fuelling “racial profiling” where
“deeply distressing assumptions are being made about
‘Chinese’ or ‘Asian-looking’ people.”

Typhoid Marys
Disease has long been accompanied by suspicions of

foreigners - from Irish immigrants being targeted in the
Typhoid Mary panic of 1900s America to Nepali
peacekeepers being accused of bringing cholera to
earthquake-struck Haiti in the last decade. “It’s a com-
mon phenomenon,” said Rob Grenfell, director of health
and biosecurity for Australia’s science and research
agency CSIRO. “With outbreaks and epidemics along
human history, we’ve always tried to vilify certain sub-
sets of the population,” he said, comparing the behavior
to 1300s plague-ridden medieval Europe, where for-
eigners and religious groups were often blamed.

“Sure it emerged in China,” he said of the coron-
avirus, “but that’s no reason to actually vilify Chinese

people.” In a commentary for the British Medical
Journal, doctor Abraar Karan warned this behavior
could discourage people with symptoms from coming
forward. Claire Hooker, a health lecturer at the
University of Sydney, said the responses from govern-
ments may have compounded prejudice.

The World Health Organization has warned against
“measures that unnecessarily interfere with interna-
tional travel and trade”, but this has not stopped scores
of countries from introducing travel bans. The tiny
Pacific nation of Micronesia has banned its citizens
from visiting mainland China altogether. “Travel bans
respond largely to people’s fears,” said Hooker, and
while sometimes warranted, they often “have the effect
of cementing an association between Chinese people
and scary viruses”.

Abbey Shi, a Shanghai-born student in Sydney, said
the attitude shown by some of her peers has “become
almost an attack on students who are Chinese”. While
Australia’s conservative government has banished its
citizens returning from Wuhan - the central Chinese city
at the epicentre of the virus - to a remote island for

quarantine, thousands of students still stuck in China
risk their studies being torpedoed. “Right now it looks
like they have to miss the semester’s start and potential-
ly the whole year, because of the way the courses are
set up,” Shi said.

According to Hooker, studies in Toronto on the impact
of Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome, or SARS -
another global coronavirus outbreak in 2002 - showed
the impact of xenophobic sentiment often lasted much
longer than the public health scare. “While there may be
a cessation of direct forms of racism as news about the
disease dies down, it takes quite a bit of time for econom-
ic recovery and people continue to feel unsafe,” she said.

People may not rush back to Chinese businesses or
restaurants, and may even heed some of the more out-
landish viral social media disinformation - such as one
popular post imploring people to avoid eating noodles
for their own safety. “In one sense you might think the
effects lasted from the last coronavirus to this one,
because the representation as China being a place
where diseases come from has been persistent,”
Hooker said. — AFP 
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LONDON: Tourists on a guided tour arrive at a restaurant in London’s China Town district yesterday. As the deadly 2019-nCov strain of coronavirus has spread worldwide, it has carried with it xenophobia-and Asian communities around
the world are finding themselves subject to suspicion and fear. —AFP 

Coronavirus spreads fear and racism 
Deadly virus fuelling ‘racial profiling’

German court rules 
against niqab ban
BERLIN: A court in Germany ruled Monday
against an attempt by authorities in Hamburg to
forbid a 16-year-old schoolgirl from wearing a
niqab during lessons. The ruling, which cannot be
appealed, has fuelled debate in Germany over
whether schools should allow the niqab, a facial
veil worn by Muslims which leaves only the wear-
er’s eyes visible. Hamburg education officials had
ordered the girl’s mother to ensure that her daugh-
ter did not wear the veil at school, a decision which
an administrative court overturned on Monday.

State law does not currently permit the author-
ities to impose such a ban, the court said in a
statement. The teenager, who is studying retail
sales, has “a right to unconditional protection of
her freedom of belief” the statement added.
Hamburg’s social-democratic education senator
Ties Rabe immediately said that he would seek to
change the state law. “Only if students and teach-
ers have a free and open face can school and les-
sons function,” he told local media. 

German education laws are made at state level
rather than by the federal government, but the
case is part of a wider debate across the country.
High profile politicians in the conservative CDU,
the economically liberal FDP and the far-right AfD
have all voiced support for a niqab ban in the past,
but others remain divided on the issue. The state
parliament in neighboring Schleswig-Holstein
failed to pass a ban on full-face veils in its univer-
sities and colleges on Monday, after the Green
Party voted against it. — AFP

SANAA: Yemenis gather with flowers outside the Chinese embassy in the capital
Sanaa yesterday to express their solidarity with people in China suffering from
the ‘Corona’ virus. China has locked down some 20 million people in Wuhan and
the neighboring city of Huanggang to rein in the coronavirus that has already
claimed 17 lives and spread to a number of other countries. — AFP 


